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IT’S NO DREAM. YOU’VE
BEEN THERE BEFORE. 
YOU’VE SEEN IT.

Scottie to Judy-Madeleine, in Alfred Hitchcock’s Vertigo, 19581
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Lordsburg, 1967



D •R •E •A •M  M •O •V •E •M •E •N •T

Reacting to his paintings as he paints them, David Reed splits his attention. He evaluates each work as a developing external
situation, letting himself be guided by internal sensations felt all the more immediately. Ironically, some if not most “immedi-
ate” feelings are likely to have remote sources – memories, dreams, recurrent fantasies. Common wisdom holds that we see
what we wish; and so our internal sensations align to bring a satisfying order to whatever external situation engages us, whether
we find ourselves there by design or chance. Barring a certain alignment, consciousness suffers. A person becomes anxious.

Despite his extremes of craft, care, and planning, to speak of order and direction in Reed’s case is somewhat mis-
leading. His pictorial order extends only so far. Granted, the logic of his empirical studio technique tunes the hues and
values of his painting ever more finely; and the optical energy that results exceeds the sum of the chromatic elements con-
tributing to it. Yet Reed’s technique can hardly control the dream world that each of his paintings opens up, when feeling
begins to dominate the technique and its logic. Technique succeeds by reaching this moment of its own failure. At that
point, “color” acquires a new character. It becomes a single emotion rather than a play of various wavelengths – an internal
sensation as much as an external phenomenon. Color of this sort is a set of diverse sensations that cohere as a movement.
It is a motivating force, the sign of a soul. 

On a number of occasions, Reed has been struck by the degree to which an earlier experience of a particular aes-
thetic order has fundamentally affected – colored – the order or movement of his subsequent sensations. “It’s no dream”:
the painter has in fact already visited the places and seen the things he is destined to regard as novel visions. Reed must
realize that he cannot be aware of the vast majority of the links between one moment of his experience and another. Half-
conscious of the source of the resemblances and repetitions that articulate his conscious life, he feels himself moving
through an environment of dreamlike, uncanny effects. As he responds to these conditions, he (like the rest of us) may be
doing no more than adhering to the given formation of his personality, remaining in the dream world to which he is most
accustomed. It is, of course, his reality. But who is he, this person with the personality, emotions, and sensations of David
Reed? What moves him? How would he himself know, if not by reflecting on the movement, direction, and pattern of
his past experience?

L •I •V •I •N •G  I •N •T •O  L •A •N •D •S •C •A •P •E

The split between what a person does and how it may relate to who that person has become is of deep concern to Reed.
Otherwise, he would not trouble to relate his surprises, confusions, and discoveries with respect to the evolution of his
awareness. Here are two instances of his introspection:

My first memory is of looking at the peachcolored stucco wall of my parents’ house. I remember looking at the
light moving across it … Much later, visiting my parents in San Diego, I noticed the drip pattern on their bath-
room floor: a Jackson Pollock floor. … I sat down and suddenly I felt right at home. I realized I’d memorized
those abstract patterns.2

When I was painting landscapes [during the late 1960s] … I always thought the ideas came straight from nature.
Then last summer [1989] I saw a series of westerns in CinemaScope and realized how much those films had
influenced my work. … We’re used to seeing images in a different way now … seeing [them] move on a flat screen.3

Such realizations sometimes lead Reed to suggest principles that might be applied to analyze his work: “One event
in the painting leads to another in a process that happens in time, as it does in film. … More and more I find I’m better
off not thinking of space and composition but instead of filmic devices such as focus and camera movement.”4 Just as he
recognized only much later that his consciousness remained imprinted with a childhood experience of pattern, Reed’s
early aesthetic practice may already have been affected by filmic movement. He was resistant to his art school training.
Why? It was the movies. I say this in view of Reed’s recollection of his first encounters with professionalism: “When I was
supposed to paint a still-life setup, I hated it – I wanted to paint the space between me and the still life and everything
behind it.”5 Reed’s sense of still life was anything but still; he refused to conceive of it in the traditional pictorial way as a
stable arrangement situated at a fixed distance. His proposal for still life amounts to subjecting it to procedures analogous
to the pan, zoom, and tracking of a film camera. He imagines articulating multiple planes of space both in front of and
behind the object of focused attention by differentiating the degrees of scale and movement associated with positions on
the periphery. For example, whatever is behind and farther away from the point of focus of a mobile camera lens “moves”
more slowly than what is in front; within a landscape, a similar variation in space and motion can be perceived while trav-
eling in an automobile. 

A number of Reed’s early landscapes, such as Lordsburg (1967, p. 27), are site paintings, not stilled products of a
studio arrangement.6 They record the painter’s effort at capturing aspects of the color, dimensionality, and movement of
the land. This movement is implied – a potentiality that a painter acts out so as to make contact with the natural scene. I
cannot determine whether the broad swaths of strong blues at the center top of Lordsburg mimic the upward force of
mountains or the downward force of a sky perceived as heavy (and it may be neither). I would choose sky: with a weighty
blue appearing to press on the earth, Reed’s bodily imitation may have required the slanted, vertical strokes seen in his
elongated canvas. The pigment is densely applied, and the slant of its stroke suggests the resistance and deflection to be
felt as heavy sky impinges on heavy rock and the rock responds by thrusting. Whatever the case may be, Reed was living
into the material consciousness of the land by painting it. Such painting is a reciprocal act.7 Through this process, the life
of the land colored the painter.
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90, 1975
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#140, 1978 
opposite page: #140, detail with edge of canvas, 1978
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#150, 1979
opposite page: #140, detail 



S •P •L •I •T  P •E •R •F •O •R •M •A •N •C •E

Some years later Reed produced a series of works he calls “Brushstroke paintings” or “Stroke paintings,” an appropriately
descriptive title which happens also to identify the primary vehicle of a painter’s experience: it condenses in a passing
moment of contact; all is in the stroke (whether or not made with a brush). I prefer to call this type of work “perform-
ance painting.” Doing it, Reed was attempting to overcome the division he felt when he turned from painting in the land
(which had the advantage of immersing him in vastness) to painting abstractions in an enclosed studio (where vastness can
only be an illusion). Abstraction and the studio confinement that accompanied it induced the artist to become more
actively reflective, deliberative, and self-critical. A more pronounced split resulted: “Part of me would identify with the
painting, as if I were inside it … Another part of me would stay outside and watch what was happening. I felt split in two.”
Sometimes a difference represented by two can be more revealing than a unity represented by one. Reed nevertheless
sought to perfect his performance painting as a means of sealing the split: “In some of my first Stroke paintings, the idea
was to work so quickly that I knew I could get the two parts back together.”8

Reed’s #90 (1975, p. 29) is typical of the series in that it required him to extend his reach to its physical limit. He
made continuous, horizontal brushstrokes across a measure of 56 inches; and, by stretching toward the top and crouching
toward the bottom, he filled a height of 76 inches with a downward sequence of ten of these horizontals. He introduced
a temporal limitation by determining that his wet black paint should be brushed across a wet white ground.9 The effect
he sought would be lost if he failed to work quickly enough to prevent the paint from drying, for when dry, the two con-
trasting colors would cease to interact, and the desired tonal variation would not develop. In Reed’s painterly stress test,
doing and looking would have to become one, or at least approach that condition. If the artist was living into the land by
painting at Lordsburg, he was living into both his body and his materials by painting his “performances.”

Performance paintings integrate the forces of the artist’s body (reaching, stretching, pulling, dragging) with the
potentiality of materials (spreading, drying, mixing). The basic force of nature, gravity, becomes a third factor in this
dynamic equation: gravity, too, pulls and drags, causing drips. Because Reed attempted to coordinate these three forces –
body, materials, nature or gravity – and to set them in mutual play, each had to be adjusted to the same temporal condi-
tion. When he reached the bottom right of #90, completing his tenth brushstroke, the bodily work terminated; so he set
the canvas flat to limit the effect of gravity and stabilize the material process. But the black and white image, having incor-
porated so much movement, may already have passed beyond the limits of any perceptual fix. 

A related painting in a different format, #140 (1978, p. 30), manifests a somewhat different sense of time. Along
its right side, where the exposed canvas wraps around the supporting stretcher bar, a few drips of white paint fall over the
physical edge, then turn abruptly at a right angle (p. 31). This indicates that Reed brushed a white ground across the upper
right division of the canvas while it lay flat on a table or floor; then he set the canvas upright in order to drag a broad stroke
of black across the white before the white dried. The right-angle drip records in time (gravity’s time) this shift from table
or floor to easel or wall. In the lower right division of the canvas, Reed correspondingly brushed white across a black
ground, wet into wet. Within the remaining division, a vertical bar to the left of the two horizontal bars, he painted sev-
eral layers of translucent green – a bluish green over a yellowish green. 

On the right side of #140, the blacks and whites mix to varying degrees according to variation in the pressure of
Reed’s brush and the drying time. As a result of the variation, the grays assume either a warm or cool cast, tending just
slightly toward yellowish brown or dull blue. These unique grays lose their stereotypical identity as neutral, becoming dis-
tinctively chromatic like the varied green tones to their left. (See #150, 1979, p. 33) as a painting that generates similarly
de-neutralized grays.) Reed’s performance created the precise conditions in which such color effects would occur, but he
refrained from exercising total control. Having committed himself to the limitations of the process, he either accepted or
rejected its aesthetic and emotional outcome, case by case. As close as he was to his color physically, he and it maintained
an intellectual split. He did not expect to understand all that it did. He acted and observed, and he observed while acting,
but more than one identity always remained in play. 
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T •U •R •Q •U •O •I •S •E  . . .  H •A •R •D  T •O I •D •E •N •T •I •F •Y

I’ve realized that I use a particular color of turquoise that I’ve taken from this [neon] sign [in Hitchcock’s
Vertigo]. It is a color between green and blue and therefore hard to identify.
– David Reed, 199210

Reed likes to tell the story of his decision to recreate the bedroom scenes from Alfred Hitchcock’s film Vertigo. He pub-
lished his principle account as two variants, in 1992 and 1995.11 Subsequent commentary on his career often alludes to
both the story and the art it generated: Judy’s Bedroom (1992, p. 44) and Scottie’s Bedroom (1994, p. 45).12 These installations
bear the names of the lead characters in Hitchcock’s screenplay (Kim Novak as “Judy,” James Stewart as “Scottie”). Reed
inserted one of his abstract paintings as a physical object above the bed in each of the two reconstructed bedrooms. He also
inserted the image of that art object by digitizing it into a video loop of the corresponding bedroom sequence from Vertigo.13

Consider Judy’s Bedroom. Reed’s video loop plays continuously as an essential element of the installation. As a
result, we hardly know which of the two views of his inserted painting should be considered as primary. Details of his
reconstruction – such as the bed with its decorated bed cover – imitate the physical aspects of what appears in a
sequence of scenes, both studio and location shots, that Hitchcock filmed. Yet the character of the Reed-Hitchcock video
replay seems split between reproducing Hitchcock’s film and representing Reed’s own imitative installation, into which
viewers can wander, even to the point of sitting on the bed. A viewer might imagine that the video records the presence
of Reed’s painting in the reconstruction. If so, the physical installation must precede the video shown within it, just as
physical reality presumably precedes its reproduction by film. In the case of Judy’s Bedroom, however, this scenario is thor-
oughly implausible, if only because Novak and Stewart have no part in the installation aside from its video component,
where all three “star”: Judy, Scottie, and #486 (2001-02, p. 59), one of several paintings Reed has used as his insertion.14

A viewer might nevertheless linger over the notion that the “real” painting in Judy’s Bedroom, Reed’s physical object, has an
aesthetic status greater than that of its dreamlike filmic image. 

Why would anyone receive such an impression? Perhaps because Reed’s painting inserts a present reality into
Hitchcock’s temporally destabilized fiction. Through his painting on the wall in Judy’s Bedroom, Reed lives into the present
moment of Hitchcock’s dream world of representation – just as he once lived into the Western landscape by painting
Lordsburg, and just as he once integrated his living body into the quickened forms of #90. Bits of material reality need not
have the elevated status of works of art in order to come alive in this sense. They need only impress observers with their
specificity and distinct identity. The slightest material bits have the potential to hold conscious attention or at least regis-
ter upon it, half-consciously. Hitchcock himself, the “master of suspense,” understood this, distributing physical clues and
connectives throughout his cinematic mysteries. A viewer familiar with the Hitchcock style begins to expect and look for
them. The placement of cushions in front of a fire, which in Vertigo connects two scenes of different emotional impact,
attains the privileged status of such a clue. This casual detail assumes a “life” of its own because of the significance that
the film subtly projects onto it. Vertigo is one material clue after another, one elevation of the most ordinary object (or ges-
ture, or phrase) after another. I would hesitate to suggest that the film degenerates into a formula. Nevertheless, as a
Hollywood classic, Vertigo holds a secure place in the collective memory of its mass audience. There is something deeply
familiar about its look – the camera perspectives, for example, so often angled from below or above. Judy’s Bedroom has
this familiarity, and then it does not. People already at ease with Hitchcock and his period style (as most Americans prob-
ably are) must react to the inclusion of Reed’s painting as an alien, deviant element – a clue-like feature that leads them
nowhere. Even though its placement into the background is modest (as dramatic gestures go), its anachronism causes it
to stand out. Noticed, it expands within a viewer’s eye and mind, as if spreading its Reed-like color over the entire
Hitchcock scene. 

In Hitchcock’s original staging, an unobtrusive still life of flowers hung over Judy’s bed, an example of hotel art
designed not to disturb, not even to be noticed – a product of the kind of art school exercise Reed always resisted. In dis-
tracted moments, a viewer’s eyes might light on this object of commonplace aestheticism and appreciate its pleasant har-
monies, never intended to be a cause of distraction. Reed’s far more aggressive insertion does distract. It changes the char-
acter of Vertigo. And if the film as Reed altered it looks decidedly different, should we be wondering whether we look dif-
ferent to it? Are we changed by being seen in the new light of Reed’s painting, as if something of its personality were being
transferred to us? Here I refer to the painting’s personality, not the artist’s. 

I make these fanciful suggestions and ask these rather nonsensical questions because Judy’s Bedroom elicits them. I do
this also to move closer to the creative spirit of David Reed, who puts few limitations on visual imagination. He grants to
works of art a remarkable autonomy. He thinks analytically as his paintings develop, not so much to form them, but in
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order to observe what emerges as something like each painting’s opinion, its perspective. For this reason, a work may be
in the studio for several years before Reed feels ready to release it. Paintings do things, and the artist’s professional respon-
sibility is to be certain not to underestimate a painting’s potential. Once, having noted a “lavender light” emanating from
the “warm glow” of oil seeping into unprimed canvas in Barnett Newman’s The Moment I (1962, p. 52), Reed imagined
that he could actively enter into this mysterious lavender space, eluding anyone who might be following.15 When he says
such things (in this case, in a short review), he communicates his extraordinary conviction regarding the transformative
powers of visual art. His imaginative vision is not misdirected. He seems to believe – or, perhaps more to the point, he
seems to see the value in believing – that paintings open up possibilities and do things as if with a will of their own. Such a
belief encourages extremes of attentiveness, which in turn reward the belief.

Are paintings themselves attentive? Can they “see” what happens in front of them within the prospective field of
their view? This notion enters into Reed’s involvement with Vertigo. His thinking took off from a conversation with his
friend, the late artist and dealer Nicholas Wilder:

Nicholas Wilder and I were discussing John McLaughlin’s paintings. He said that [they] were “bedroom paint-
ings” … that often people would buy [one] to hang in their living room. After a while they would move the
painting to their bedroom where they could live with it more intimately. I said, “My ambition in life is to be a
bedroom painter.” [Later] someone asked, “What bedroom?” Without thinking, I answered, “The bedrooms
in Alfred Hitchcock’s Vertigo.” … What might a painting [on the wall above the bed] have witnessed here?16

The final sentence does not appear in Reed’s 1992 version of his statement but only in 1995. Perhaps it was a gen-
uine afterthought and amounts to a rhetorical ploy to make the message more dramatic. It alludes to what Reed calls in
both 1992 and 1995 “one of the most perverse love scenes in any movie”: Scottie removes Judy’s wet clothing, believing
she is unconscious after an attempted suicide in San Francisco Bay.17 In reality, she is conscious, and the suicide attempt
was staged. In Scottie’s bedroom, pretending to awaken, she compounds the deception by acting as if she understands that
she must have been unknowingly undressed (and yet she does not protest). The undressing and potential exposure pass
unseen by Vertigo’s audience, who must infer the action from being shown the clothing Scottie has hung up to dry. Reed
muses that any painting in Scottie’s bedroom would have been in position to witness everything, observing the reality
Hitchcock could not show. The artist’s fanciful notion seems to motivate his interest in patching his painting into Vertigo.
His parasitical act has little if anything to do with hero worship or the ego gratification that might come from association
with the great director. Whatever else he may have had in mind, Reed’s speculation – “What might a painting have wit-
nessed here?” – introduces the possibility that a painting sees. 

This is not the most rational of notions, but consider its implications. Through a painting, an artist would extend
his or her vision into the intimacy of the bedroom. Reed calls these domestic interiors places of “reverie, where the most
private narratives are born.”18 Reverie is a kind of dream, a waking dream, perhaps a dream imbued with reality. A paint-
ing may well be a reverie, especially when at home in the bedroom. Reed’s fluid conception of “bedroom painting” shifts
his art out of the position of being seen and into the position of doing the looking, the investigating, the probing. In its
context, his statement about the capacity of paintings to witness events suggests something more substantial than a mere
anthropocentric metaphor or voyeuristic conceit. His “bedroom painting” approaches a certain understanding of
the emotional quality that art and reverie instill in human consciousness. A painting views a “perverse love scene”
not for voyeuristic pleasure but for the sake of grasping ineffable love – the range of this mysterious emotion – whether
sexualized or not.

Reed’s decision to enter Hitchcock’s bedrooms through his own art seems to have been blurted out in response
to a provocative, perhaps insolent question (“What bedroom?”). His choice was intuitive, an uncalculated guess as to
which bedrooms would reward the greatest attention from paintings that could, in effect, spy on them. Curiously, he
chose a fictive bedroom, a dream world, rather than a real one. He then did two things to explain his response to him-
self: he wrote “Two Bedrooms in San Francisco,” which recounts the Nicholas Wilder anecdote; and he created his two
installations as if to demonstrate that paintings could be observers of, and perhaps even participants in, the drama of
human feeling. The choice of Vertigo could hardly have been better, given the emotional complexity of what transpires
between Judy and Scottie.

Hitchcock’s presentation of emotion has a painterly component – his staging of the light that illuminates and even
transforms his characters. Light and its color are as central to Vertigo as the plot line that makes so much of bedroom
scenes. And light and its color are the cause of certain painters becoming “bedroom painters.” Wilder told Reed that
works by the California abstractionist John McLaughlin were often relegated to their owners’ bedrooms because they
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required intimate scrutiny. A typical McLaughlin painting yields little to the straightforward compositional analysis that its
sequence of solid vertical bars seems to demand. McLaughlin’s color is the problem. The verticals are typically warm and
cool grays, with or without additional chromatic elements (see Number 12, 1955 [cat. pg. 47], a McLaughlin painting that
Reed, when interviewed in 1989, associated with Hitchcock’s Vertigo).19 The grays provide a strange sense of shifting
atmosphere, a kind of moodiness, a light neither abstract nor representational, and neither decidedly cool nor decidedly
warm. Yet, this grayness is not neutral (recall Reed’s #140). A viewer needs to soak in McLaughlin’s light, becoming sen-
sitized to its subtle changes. A painting of this type requires time, as the collectors (according to Wilder) realized. Reed
himself had said as much when writing a short review of McLaughlin in 1982: “The space of the paintings is ambiguous
and shifts while one looks. … In each case, our perceptual experiences convert to our deepest emotions.” Reed’s state-
ment only hints at what it might mean to link the transience and instability of the McLaughlin effect to “our deepest emo-
tions.”20 Nevertheless, McLaughlin’s actual bedroom experience seems to parallel the bedroom fantasy that Reed created
as Judy’s Bedroom. There Reed’s painting, like McLaughlin’s, requires time: not only the time of the video sequence that
contains its digitized image, but time to appreciate its performance under the pervasive green light that covers it. Reed’s
green light is modeled after Hitchcock’s conceit of an “exterior” light cast by a neon sign. In Vertigo, this light falls on
Scottie and Judy to particularly dramatic effect. In Judy’s Bedroom, the green light transforms the appearance and the “deepest
emotion” of the color of Reed’s #486. It blackens the red, electrifies the bluish tones, and surrounds the entire painting
with an echoing shadow of brilliant green. “I want the paintings to unsettle,” Reed says.21 Within its bedroom scene, #486
is both unsettled and unsettling.

I stated that Reed’s painting, because it appears as an alien element in Judy’s Bedroom, “expands within our vision, as
if spreading its particular color over the entire scene.” This action would saturate the scene with whatever emotion such
color instills. It seems that I need to modify my observation, for Reed’s painting has no intrinsic color. He alters the red-
ness of #486 by subjecting it to his green light. The light approximates the turquoise that Reed believes is so difficult to
identify. As the “turquoise” light spreads, it spreads its difficulty. Through which color should we seek the emotional char-
acter, mood, or identity of Judy’s Bedroom – through red? through green? through a composite blackness? In “Two
Bedrooms in San Francisco,” Reed wrote: “A painting is hanging over the bed. It has no sense of presence. It doesn’t
belong. Instead it makes us wonder where we are. Have we [been] wandering in the set of a movie?”22

I assume that a painting described as failing to “belong,” a painting incompatible with any fixed place, is not
Hitchcock’s innocuous still life but must be Reed’s abstraction. When I asked him about the green light in his installation,
which filters out through a doorway designed to remain slightly open, he referred to the green as a “clue [to let] people
know that something is going on.” Yet, something is also not going on, or has gone missing. Clues are often signs that point
to some crucial absence: “The nearly closed door gives more of a sense of privacy and also more of a sense that there is a
missing presence in the room … This relates to a kind of missing presence I feel in the paintings.”23 Should we love the
paintings for themselves, nevertheless? If they ever possessed a stable identity, the green light has altered it. Being struck
by light changes the appearance of people and paintings alike. Which appearance should viewers invest with their love?

Q •U •A •L •I •T •Y  ( P •E •I •R •C •E  A •S •L •E •E •P )

Hoping that I could make you love me again – as I am – for myself.
– Judy, writing to Scottie, in Vertigo

A quality is a consciousness. I do not say a waking consciousness – but still, something of the nature of conscious-
ness. A sleeping consciousness, perhaps.

– Charles Sanders Peirce, 189824

Emotional life blurs when the intellect attempts to view it. A person’s “waking consciousness,” one’s conscious identity, is a
state that ought to appear complete, clear, and self-evident; yet every individual’s inner identity becomes a cause for anxiety
whenever it eludes observation, as it so often does, and perhaps always does. Is our problem that something is missing?

We feel consciousness, our self, as a “quality”; elaborating on this term philosophically, the American pragmatist
C. S. Peirce attempted to capture whatever it is that we do perceive in ourselves. Speaking in the most ordinary way,
Hitchcock’s Judy offers her equivalent to Peircean “quality”: “as I am for myself ” is the way she describes her conscious
being.25 It is as if a unity of emotion or mood defined who each person is: I am the one who feels this way; this is my feeling,
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myself; and it is entirely natural for me to feel as I do. On this, individuals tend to agree – we are ourselves and not
otherwise – though each may disagree as to whether the other’s specific feeling, as well as the character it implies, is qual-
ity enough and loveable.   

A quality does more than characterize consciousness; like a pervasive color, it fills consciousness to the exclusion of
other possibilities, if only momentarily. According to Peirce, “every operation of the mind, however complex, has its
absolutely simple feeling, the emotion of the tout ensemble.”26 The quality of consciousness, uncontrollable, overwhelms
the conscious being. And any object or substance that possesses a pervasive quality, Peirce reasons, has the potential (like
a person) to come consciously alive, as if in this instance an insensate “sleeping consciousness” were subject to being dis-
turbed and activated by some chance occurrence. Just as chemical compounds become protoplasm, every lump of matter
– inertial and sleeping – has the potential to quicken into life. Peirce calls “quale-consciousness” the distinguishing,
defining feature of both persons and things. “This moment as it is to me” is a descriptive phrase he uses in this context.
He implies that at any moment, this moment is all-consuming. Peirce’s formulation, which comes almost as a casual aside,
resembles Judy’s “as I am for myself.” In the very same sentence he notes that every work of art possesses its “distinctive
quale.”27 So a work of art is somehow like a person – though probably an incompletely formed person, one whose con-
sciousness sleeps, and therefore, in its dream state, accommodates odd tensions within itself. The work of art is a pseu-
do-person undaunted by any lack, gap, flaw, or split in identity. 

Attempting to explain to others (or even to oneself) what one feels from the inside of consciousness begs failure.28

According to Peirce, the result will be a divided self: “Instead of introducing any unity, [operations of the intellect] intro-
duce conflict that was not in the quale-consciousness itself.”29 Thinking about our feelings, analyzing them, either distances
us or distorts the feeling by complicating it. Does the work of art, when disturbed and awakened, experience a similar
frustration and impasse in its self-expression? 

Ludwig Wittgenstein once asked: “If someone talked in his sleep and said ‘I am asleep’ – should we say ‘He’s quite
right’?”30 What would “right” mean in this conversation between a fully conscious person and a sleeper? Would the sleep-
er’s remark have been addressed to someone else in the same dream? Like Wittgenstein’s question, a painting by Reed
neither restores integrity to life nor simplifies communicative conflict. His art acknowledges complexity as something
beyond the mere failure to simplify, synthesize, or idealize. Complexity and conflict are not conditions to be removed,
despite the capacity of a work of art to exhibit – or rather, to be – a unit quality. Within Judy’s Bedroom, #486 can be both
red and greenish black, and both painted object and digitized image. This multiplicity constitutes its specificity at a cer-
tain place and time. 

Conflictedness and ambivalence are themselves qualities. Reed muses that his paintings and the actions that gener-
ate their forms are “a puzzle, not just one that can’t be solved but one that shows there are no solutions.”31 The splashy,
swirling, self-reversing marks that characterize his recent works seduce the viewer. It matters not whether the eye traces
those marks one by one or in combination, and whether they are probed down through their superimposed layers or
scanned across an elongated horizontal dimension or tracked up and down an elongated vertical. Reed’s opulent marks
move in too many dimensions and directions to be stilled. Because they either retain or seem to generate a temporal qual-
ity (a consciousness of movement and time passing), they are “markings” as much as “marks.” Intent on doing something,
they keep moving. Reed states that when a person looks “directly at the movement it stops,” but then “peripheral move-
ment starts somewhere else.”32

Although he executes his works with an unusual degree of planning and technical polish, the effect of Reed’s
“finished” paintings is of something moving out of an order rather than into one. His plan for each work might emerge
from his previous experience with a certain range of color or a certain proportion, but he sets no particular problem for
the painting as a whole and reaches no resolution other than that of a level of “quality” (in the Peircean sense) at which
the work may be saying more to its creator than the creator can say to it. By setting no problem and solving no problem,
each of Reed’s paintings manifests a hard-won perceptual wisdom. Each neither simplifies what should remain complex,
generalizes what should remain specific, nor explains what has no edifying explanation. This is the point at which the
painting, having filled the artist’s consciousness, acquires its own consciousness. 
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T •O  B •E  S •P •L •I •T  I •S  O •N •E  F •E •E •L •I •N •G

Take David Reed at his word a second time:

When I first started working abstractly, part of me would identify with the painting, as if I were inside it working
through the forms. Another part of me would stay outside and watch what was happening. I felt split in two.33

Reed’s abstract paintings have a luminosity and chromatic brilliance readily associated with the synthetic, chemical
colors of both photography and film processing. He thinks of his art as more filmic than photographic because of its time
dimension. This factor sets it apart from classic abstraction: “Mondrian and the other pioneers of abstraction wanted to
make abstract painting timeless. … Even when you look at a single part, you are still so aware of the whole that you don’t
get any sense of looking at the painting in time, at one part after the other. … It’s not that I want to eliminate this aware-
ness of the whole. I want to test it, stress it, to see how far it can stretch.”34 With his combination of fades, translucent
layerings, and abrupt juxtapositions, Reed seems to be risking an irreversible split between whole and part – between the
timeless duration of controlled pictorial resolution and the living consciousness of a moment unlike any other moment,
so unlike that it defines its moment. The controlled whole is analogous to Reed’s view from outside, “watch[ing] what was
happening,” whereas each part of either the process or the object is analogous to his view from inside, “working through
the forms.” The paradox is that the view from inside may feel more complete because it is the more absorbing, and in that
respect closer to the “quality” of consciousness.35

Reed came of age during the era of Technicolor movies in wide-screen CinemaScope (introduced 1953) and
VistaVision (1954). When Paramount Pictures released Hitchcock’s Vertigo in 1958, the future artist was twelve years old.
He recalls that he probably first saw the film when it was new and then again during his college years. “This was nothing
special” in his experience, he now says, for Vertigo “is just a part of our visual culture.”36 The cultural centrality of Vertigo
and other memorable commercial films that have gained a wide audience is what makes them such significant points of
reference. Reed stated in the second and more ambitious of his accounts of becoming a “bedroom painter” that
Hitchcock’s imaginary “Vertigo bedrooms … are also the real public space which we all share.”37

Despite taking place over an extended period of time in San Francisco, where the weather is often variable and
marked by seasonal change, Vertigo has no scenes of rain or fog. Its daytime skies are sunny with occasional clouds and clear
for the scenes of dawn and twilight. Reed, who grew up in California, is well aware of how intense the light can be. He
noticed that Hitchcock moderated the dark-light extremes of San Francisco atmosphere by featuring pastel colors in both
indoor and outdoor scenes. His perception of Hitchcock’s coloristic ruse may be an instance of a “sleeping conscious-
ness,” for he linked it with his childhood memory of “pastel-colored houses and signs.”38 That consciousness reappears
in certain of his paintings, such as #453 (1996-2000), where pastel chromatics and black-and-white chiaroscuro are
joined by sheer force of will.39 On Hitchcock’s part, the use of pastel in his film complicates the prevailing emotional effect
by introducing a dreamy harmoniousness – an incongruous indicator, given the ominous tones of the accompanying musical
score and the dark events that transpire. Reed notes that “when the hero [Scottie] is deceived by the girl he’s following
[Judy-Madeleine], the scenes are all in flat, pastel colors. When he’s pulled into the reality of the situation, the screen is
crossed with black and white diagonals.”40 Some of the same “flat” hues – oranges, violets, greens, and blues – dominate
a nightmarish dream sequence, but in bolder, strident tones.41 Reed has referred to Vertigo’s “strong, contrasting lights and
darks disguised by pastel colors.”42 This analytical description introduces a split between sensations that ought to be felt in
the given situation and those that substitute as the “disguise” that masks the more blatant identity.

Hitchcock’s film centers on a split between the character of Judy and the character of “Madeleine,” whom Judy has
created as a fiction. Judy’s “Madeleine” impersonates a real Madeleine, the wife of Judy’s illicit lover Gavin, who plans to
stage the real Madeleine’s murder as a suicide. The two personalities – refined Madeleine, coarsened Judy – represent a
difference of light and dark, which blurs when obscured by Vertigo’s complicated moral development. Judy herself – if “herself ”
can be applied to such a character – exhibits a surprising range in her speech, gestures, mannerisms, and dress. In the first
half of the film, she projects herself as Madeleine to carry out the elaborate murder scheme. Her subterfuge is essential
to the crime, which, in fact, the authorities do not detect. In the second half of the film, now distanced from her crime,
Judy desires to be loved for who she really is. But who is she? Or rather: Who has she become? Is she now, as always, the
sum of her qualities, the sum of everything from the corrupted morality that her actions have revealed, down to all the
material factors, including the color of her hair, which she willfully changes? Can she just as willfully rid herself of the qual-
ities of the person she has been in her own past, in the fictive life of her making? To love her as herself may be impossible,
for the way she appears to others and the way she appears to herself have grown apart. 

Judy’s problem is that she can no longer have the integrated consciousness that she imagines should belong to her.
This brings confusion and anguish to Scottie, the man who returns her love. Perhaps Judy’s tragic condition makes her all
the more human, for it may be that the events of anyone’s life open this type of split. Despite her identity as willing accom-
plice to a murder, her words instill sympathy in Vertigo’s viewers, or at least convey the poignancy of her situation. She
struggles to regain the love of a man who sees in her no more than a resemblance to the person he believes he loves in
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reality. Judy is the dream, the fantasy object; “Madeleine” was the reality. “I made the mistake; I fell in love,” Judy says.
She fell in love as Madeleine. “I want you so to love me,” she tells an absent Scottie in a letter she will destroy, “hoping
that I could make you love me again – as I am – for myself.” And then later, in his actual presence: “Couldn’t you like me,
just me, the way I am? … If I let you change me, will it do it? … Will you love me?” I, me, myself: Judy repeats the words
intended to secure her identity; but these indexical, deictic signs are inapt, for Scottie’s love is “Madeleine,” whom Judy
created, then annihilated. Scottie keeps adjusting Judy’s iconic appearance – her clothes, the color of her hair, and finally
the way she combs it – to achieve the closest resemblance to “Madeleine.” 

Where is the reality Scottie seeks? Can his confusion be resolved? Hitchcock’s film requires an implausible plot twist
to bring about its resolution, one unworthy of the moral and emotional ambiguities developed throughout the rest of the
film. Fate releases Scottie, who is still uncertain of his love for Judy-Madeleine. Or rather, he knows that he loves, but not
whom he loves. Judy had asked: “If I let you change me … will you love me?” What would constitute a change? Has love –
his, hers – changed her? We do not know. Judy falls from a church tower, the original scene of her crime, having been
startled by a figure who resembles Death. It is a nun in her habit entering unexpectedly – in Judy’s eyes, perhaps the
dream-figure of the woman she had conspired to murder. After her sudden, accidental fall to her own death (which mimics
the crime), ambiguity remains. We are left to imagine that Scottie spends the rest of his days wondering whom it really
was that he loved. Films made for the commercial movie houses have to have an ending, and Vertigo has ended. Does a
painting have to end? Not according to Reed’s practice.

Identity, like physicality, ought to be continuous in time. Yet the past that I remember can appear more immediately
real than my concrete present, creating a break in the temporal continuity of my consciousness. Perhaps such an experi-
ence is a mere quirk of the most ordinary mental life, far less momentous than the genuine mysteries of human psychology.
Whatever the case, Reed takes questions of this sort seriously, pondering their many perspectives. “Not long ago,” he wrote
in 1975, “I awoke remembering a painting that I had painted in a dream. Quickly, without thinking much, I painted it. Now,
I cannot remember painting it in reality, only in my dream. Yet the painting is real and exists as an object.”43 At the least,
Reed understands that both dream and reality are his, even if they conflict in consciousness.

Peirce’s notion of a “sleeping consciousness” may explain Reed’s experience. How much does a “sleeping con-
sciousness” observe? Reed seems to have dreamed the entire execution of his painting, a creative process that would
require time, thought, and energy. Peirce believed that a certain low level of consciousness would be possessed by things
normally considered as inanimate. “Matter is effete mind,” he wrote.44 A similarly rock-like, single-minded consciousness
would characterize human feeling in its most elemental, uncomplicated state. For Peirce, this state had little to do with
religious belief (pantheism, for instance) but amounted to a scientific hypothesis. By its nature, the physicality of matter
affords every object and substance, like every human sense organ, the potential to be disturbed. Disturbance, like Judy’s
love, occurs by chance. With agitation comes intensified feeling and a heightened consciousness, a kind of awakening.
Think of consciousness as change, a departure from inertia, a disturbance: “What we call matter is not completely dead,
but is merely mind hidebound with habits. It still retains the element of diversification; and in that diversification there is
life.”45 In its particularity and internal difference, a mind or even a bit of matter can disturb itself, gaining consciousness.

As paintings change and become ever more distinct, they too may acquire consciousness, as if it were condensing
upon them, like a vapor on cold glass. “All that is necessary to the existence of a person,” Peirce wrote, “is that the feel-
ings out of which he is constructed should be in close enough connection to influence one another.”46 Like the consciousness
of a person, the consciousness of a painting arises from the particular consistency of its qualities. The “feelings” of a painting
must maintain some kind of connection, like the affinity a person senses between his or her own states of waking and sleep-
ing: the personality remains recognizable whether acting or dreaming of acting. As we know, Reed sometimes regards his
paintings as if these inanimate objects could see – a puzzling split between what the painter sees and what his paintings
see, peering back or just watching. 

Imagine that paintings project their color and light on their viewers, as if it were the vehicle for their vision (in fact,
they do project color by reflection). The viewer absorbs the painting’s look. This action converts the viewer into a visual
object, a dream-object for the painting. (In Vertigo, Judy becomes such an object, both within the plot of the film and,
more abstractly, for the sake of exercising the film medium; the green neon outside her window illuminates her, sometimes
sweetly, sometimes rather monstrously.) When the viewer becomes an object for the painting, the split between seer and
seen lacks all resolution. Testing the edge of that split, Reed needed to paint his dream “quickly, without thinking much.”
The more thought, the greater the gap between dream and reality. Having awakened, he was moved to bring his dream to the
material reality of a painting where he could inspect the split at close range by marking it. Otherwise he might fall deeper
into his fantasy. “I want to be a bedroom painter,” he explained, “because then my paintings can be seen in reverie … The
Vertigo bedrooms show that when in these private places, we should also be self-critical of our fantasies and assumptions.”47

Reed tells the story of another dream that seems to reflect the same desire: 

Over and over, in a dream, I found myself outlining complex gestures. I cut them out until they became distinct,
isolated forms. I was obsessed with watching myself repeat this process which I couldn’t stop. Opening my eyes,
I realized that the brushmarks in the small painting by my bed were the same as the gestures within my dream.48
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Why, in this instance, did Reed dream of a painting he had already made? Perhaps because it is in the nature of
painting – his type of painting, at least – to allow people to gain perspective on themselves, which normally occurs only
in a dream state. In the dream, Reed was “obsessed with watching [him]self.” But because his typical painting has at least
one anamorphic split (if not several), it too is capable of watching itself. By this I mean that Reed’s paintings incorporate
conflicting perspectives and cast them in tension – just as pastel and chiaroscuro can be in tension – as if set to spy on
each other. Reed’s dream is about his attempt to become self-conscious, to experience the quality of his consciousness
(Peirce’s quale-consciousness) from more than one direction. When he “cut out” the forms, this was analogous to his actual
working process, which features the masking, cutting, and sanding of marks deposited with brushes, knives, and trowels.
By cutting out, Reed the dreamer was isolating his own gesture, splitting it off from the continuity of his life so it could
be seen as a distinctive quality, that is, both as a moment to itself and as a complication in relation to other complications,
a part of a life-puzzle lacking a solution. (Freud argued that “‘either-or’ used in recording a dream is to be translated by
‘and.’”49 A dream unites incompatibles.) 

Here is the reality, the truth, that Reed realized in his dream: to be split is one feeling. The split between dream and
reality provides a space for consciousness to operate. “Paintings can be ‘intermediate cases’ between dreams and reality,”
Reed now says. “Probably only we can bridge the gap; the paintings can’t. Usually, we don’t see that the gap is there.”50

Painting reveals the split in consciousness through the very fact that it manifests this failure. Even the most accomplished
abstractions, whether conceptual or expressive, fail to “bridge the gap”; and Reed respects their lesson. His startling
response is to have developed some of the most effective no-resolution techniques ever seen in painting.

T •W •O  R •E •D •S

To be conscious of scarlet and magenta at the same time is either to compare them [by setting] them over against one
another … or it is to merge them into one general feeling in which the scarlet and magenta are not separately recognized.

– Charles Sanders Peirce, 189851

Finally, I decided that this experience of being split apart was necessary to make a painting.
– David Reed, 198952

Reed recently completed a work that lacks his characteristic elongation but uses a format he favors almost as much: a near
double-square, a rectangle not quite in the proportion of 1 to 2. The painting, #521 (2004, p. 59), measures 26 by 50
inches. It relies on two reds that are close in hue and value: a scarlet lake (call it “scarlet”) and, in the squarish inset to
the right, a somewhat deeper, more primary red (call it “red,” or even “magenta,” to honor Peirce’s insight).53 All the divi-
sions and proportions of #521, which from a distance might seem to have been based on halving or bisecting, prove to
be slightly off. Along with the play of such similar reds, this inscrutable proportionality destabilizes the entire image. Reed
performs the brush-, knife-, and trowelwork of #521 primarily in white upon the base of scarlet and red; he also uses a
deep cobalt blue and a pale tint of the same blue. On the left, the dark blue strokes appear to pass into or emerge out
from a horizontal, off-center fault line. On the right, bold white strokes within the red inset establish a more dimensional
convex-concave space; it gives the illusion of extending either forward or backward. Take one viewing and the divisions of
this painting fold into themselves; take another viewing and they slide under and over each other, moving either together
or apart. #521 is a picture of multiple, incompatible qualities. Yet it may appear to be integrated by its own projective
light – its intense redness counteracting the tension between its two reds. 

Do you prefer the “scarlet” or the “red”? Is each color better as is, or better in the light of the other? Are you willing
to love a color for itself? “The color of your hair …,” Scottie says to Judy, without need of finishing the sentence. He wishes
to change red to blonde. Judy knows that Scottie’s dream is for her to become “Madeleine,” the fantasy-woman she
created, whom he is recreating. She is already Madeleine. Which color is hers?

Not so long ago, Reed wrote that “rationality or belief don’t work well now for painting. Suspension – doubt –
works best.”54

#521 is a pleasure to observe and a stimulating challenge to ponder. I like red; I could love this painting.
But it is hardly rational, and an analysis of its relationships causes me to doubt my perceptions. I should leave #521 to its
qualities, dreaming it rather than attempting to understand it. If anyone understands this painting, it would be Reed. He
kept a detailed set of notes to chronicle its construction. They include trial measurements, color tests, a schematic sketch
(p. 64-65), and a diary of the ongoing decisions – enough to convert the painter’s art to a science. Reed’s notes also list
a series of casual, matter-of-fact judgments: “not sure will work,” “green not good,” “blue is possible.” The document
appears to exclude references to feelings, however, as if they were not part of the process. Or, more likely, although
feelings are facts, such facts were not among those that could be recorded. 

There is an exception. At the very end of the chronicle, with the work having met all studio standards and satisfied
all criteria, Reed added a single word in capitals: ANXIOUS. The painting had moved him.
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